TUESDAYS in 122 AG ADMIN BUILDING
Coffee at 8:15 AM, Speaker from 8:30 - 9:00 AM, & feel free to stay for more coffee and questions after 9:00

September 3:  What did you do last summer?
Hannah Masser, Grace Garbini, Marsha Trego, Char White, and other students discuss their experiences on the INTAG/AGBM embedded course to France.

September 10:  What did you do before PSU?
Roshan Nayak: INTAD graduate student discusses international field work experiences before PSU.

September 17:  How to...form an institutional collaboration
Laura Sankey: Research collaboration with a Swedish university

September 24:  Tag Along: A funding resource for first time international experience
Katie Tavenner: Experience with the College of Ag Sciences Tag Along Fund Program

October 1:  What did you do last summer?
Nora Frumento, Kristin Babbie, and other students will discuss their experiences on the AGRO/CED embedded course to Kenya

October 8:  What did you do before PSU?
Mike Jacobson: Living in South Africa, Peace Corps, and other international experiences before coming to PSU

October 15:  How to...fund an international club/organization trip
Chad Dechow: Dairy Science Club International Trips

October 22:  World Food Prize

October 29:  Unique Research
David Hughes: Zombie Ants

November 5:  What did you do last summer?
Vincent Ricciardi: STOPS project in Ghana

November 12:  What did you do before PSU?
Kathleen Wood: Fulbright and Congressional Hunger Fellowship

November 19:  How to...create an embedded course
Rick Bates: courses to Chile and Thailand

December 3:  What did you do last summer?
Remy Chappetta: International experience in Brazil

December 10:  Caribbean/Latin America
Nicole Webster: Latin America and the Caribbean: Discussing her work and life experiences across the region